Method for a motion model based automated 4D dose calculation.
The Vero system can treat intra-fractionally moving tumors with gimbaled dynamic tumor tracking (DTT) by rotating the treatment beam so that it follows the motion of the tumor. However, the changes in the beam geometry and the constant breathing motion of the patient influence the dose applied to the patient. This study aims to perform a full 4D dose reconstruction for thirteen patients treated with DTT at the Vero system at the Universitätsklinikum Erlangen and investigates the temporal resolution required to perform an accurate 4D dose reconstruction. For all patients, a 4DCT was used to train a 4D motion model, which is able to calculate pseudo-CT images for arbitrary breathing phases. A new CT image was calculated for every 100 ms of treatment and a dose calculation was performed according to the current beam geometry (i.e. the rotation of the treatment beam at this moment in time) by rotating according to the momentary beam rotation, which is extracted from log-files. The resulting dose distributions were accumulated on the planning CT and characteristic parameters were extracted and compared. [Formula: see text]-evaluations of dose accumulations with different spatial-temporal resolutions were performed to determine the minimal required resolution. In total 173 700 dose calculations were performed. The accumulated 4D dose distributions show a reduced mean GTV dose of 0.77% compared to the static treatment plan. For some patients larger deviations were observed, especially in the presence of a poor 4DCT quality. The [Formula: see text]-evaluation showed that a temporal resolution of 500 ms is sufficient for an accurate dose reconstruction. If the tumor motion is regarded as well, a spatial-temporal sampling of 1400 ms and 2 mm yields accurate results, which reduces the workload by 84%.